Igor Stanić’s lecture in Pula
Igor Stanić, PhD student at
the Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of
Zagreb, and a member of
CKPIS, delivered a lecture at
the University of Pula on
November 21, 2018. The topic
was a historical one – Between
market
socialism
and
associated labour: Uljanik
shipyard 1965-1976 – but with clear echoes towards the present situation in Pula’s largest
industry.
NEW RESEARCH PROJECT
Microstructures of Yugoslav
Socialism: Croatia 1970-1990
(Microsocialism)
Croatian Science Foundation will finance
a new four-year research project based
at CKPIS and led by Igor Duda. The
project and its research team will be
presented at the University of Pula on December 19th. (Read more in English and Croatian.)
4th Socialism on the Bench
Continuities and Innovations
Pula, September 26-28, 2019

4. Socijalizam na klupi
Kontinuiteti i inovacije
Pula, 26-28. rujna 2019.

CALL FOR PAPERS – IN A FEW DAYS
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Socialist Ports in a Global Perspective – Rijeka: 31 May– 1 June 2019

This workshop aims to discuss the functions, specifics and regional embeddedness of
socialist ports throughout the 20th century in a global perspective. We focus on the locality
(socialist ports as specific economic, political or social locations, as part of a port city, as
part of an international network), on the agents (e.g. national and local authorities, workers
and sailors within a highly international working environment)… (Read more)
Application deadline: 10 December 2018

Labour in History & Economics Conference – Oxford: 15-16 April 2019
The transformation of work and concepts of labour, the movement of workers within and
between countries, and changes in how people obtain work are significant trends in many
contemporary economies. While they may appear to be new developments, these processes
have historical roots and precedents. With the increasing use of historical data in economics
and the return of labour to the forefront of economic history… (Read more)
Application deadline: 14 December 2019

Experts, knowledge and the (de)legitimization of European politics. 15th HEIRS
Conference – Paris: 23-24 May 2019
Since the beginning of the European integration process, decision-makers have worked
closely with experts and researchers to formulate and implement policies. These actors can
be considered as an integral part of European politics. However, think tanks, expert groups
and research services play an ambivalent role in policy-making: … (Read more)
Application deadline: 15 December 2018

The rise of economic inequality. Contributions from the history of the social sciences
- Bologna: 11-13 April 2019
The Italian Association for the History of Economic Thought (AISPE) invites historians of
economic thought, global historians, political scientists, sociologists, economists, as well as
other social scientists and scholars of the humanities, to contribute to an interdisciplinary
conversation about the evolution of economic inequality… (Read more)
Application deadline: 15 December 2018
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Negotiating Hierarchy: Status and Rank in European History. The 13th Annual
Graduate Conference in European History (GRACEH 2019): 25-27 April 2019
This conference thus aims to bring together young and early-career scholars, focusing on
various eras and areas, to discuss the realities, representations, and overarching
consequences of hierarchies in European history. We welcome proposals for papers that
discuss various types of social, cultural, political, organizational… (Read more)
Application deadline: 16 December 2019

Firms and Social Change in Eastern and Southeastern Europe. Historical, Political
and Economic Perspectives – Regensburg: 23-25 May 2019
The 7th Annual IOS Conference will discuss the specificity of firms and their behavior in
Eastern and Southeastern Europe. We will address both historical trajectories since the 19th
century and current processes. As a region where empires dissolved a century ago, where
two world wars led to incredible human and material losses... (Read more)
Application deadline: 21 December 2018

Affect and Gender between Academia, Arts and Activism. Genealogies Methodologies – Normativities – Berlin: 9-10 May 2019
Engaged in promoting an interdisciplinary dialogue, this symposium intends to connect
research on gender and on affect so as to contribute to the on-going discussion on the
following questions: What do studies of affect and emotion gain from a better
understanding of gender dynamics? (Read more)
Application deadline: 31 December 2018
20 years after the NATO intervention in Yugoslavia: Local, Regional and Global Aspects of
'Humanitarian interventions': Leipzig 23-25 May 2019

Considering the diversity of disciplines, approaches and topics already addressed in the
literature, the workshop aims at bringing together scholars and activists (both from the
region and abroad) from various disciplines such as History, Political Sciences,
International Law, Sociology… (Read more)
Application deadline: 15 January 2019
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CAPPE Conference | After the “End of History”: Philosophy, History, Culture, Politics
- Brighton: 11-13 September 2019
This interdisciplinary conference invites papers which reflect on the multiple impacts and
legacies of ’89: cultural, political, historical and philosophical. Where are where we are
now; where we are heading; and where we should be heading? How are philosophers,
historians, analysts, activists and artists responding to these challenges? (Read more)
Application deadline: 31 January 2019

State and Non-state Actors in Eastern and Central Europe: Past, Present and Future Dublin: 9-11 May 2019
cholarship on Central and Eastern Europe has variously focussed on the relationship
between the state and the individual, governments and industries, political regimes and
their discontents. Whether approached in terms of historical experiences and legacies,
political and economic transformations, cultural and memory studies… (Read more)
Application deadline: 19 December 2019

CAPPE Conference | After the “End of History”: Philosophy, History, Culture, PoliticsBrighton: 11-13 September 2019
This interdisciplinary conference invites papers which reflect on the multiple impacts and
legacies of ’89: cultural, political, historical and philosophical. Where are where we are
now; where we are heading; and where we should be heading? How are philosophers,
historians, analysts, activists and artists responding to these challenges? (Read more)
Application deadline: 31 January 2019

Dražen Cepić, Class Cultures in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe
This book investigates the extent to which social class has changed in Eastern Europe since the fall
of communism. Based on extensive original research, the book discusses how ideas about class are
viewed by both working class and middle class people. The book examines how such people’s social
identities are shaped by various factors including economic success, culture… (Read More)
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European Review of Economic History 22 (2018), 4
The European Review of Economic History is a major outlet for research in economic history.
Articles cover the whole range of economic history papers on European, non-European,
comparative and world economic history are all welcome. Contributions shed new light on existing
debates, raise new or previously neglected topics, and provide fresh perspectives… (Read More)

CfA – Special issue: International Organizations throughout the 20th and 21st
Centuries: Successes, Failures, Transformations, and Challenges
The proposed special issue seeks original theoretical, comparative, and case studies providing
disciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives on the history of international… (Read More)
Application deadline: 15 January 2019

CfA: Radical History Review - Fascisms and Antifascisms since 1945
Submissions may focus on all parts of the world—we especially seek work with a transnational and
comparative scope that addresses geographies outside of Western Europe and the United States.
Papers that analyze the relational nature of the struggle between fascist and antifascist… (Read
more)
Application deadline: 1 February 2019

Professorship "History" - Copenhagen
The Department seeks applicants with excellent qualifications and expertise in business and/or
economic history. The Professor will be affiliated with the Department’s Centre for Business
History. We particularly welcome applications from candidates who can demonstrate… (Read
More)
Application deadline: 3 January 2019

Visiting Fellowship Programme CSEES - Graz
Visiting fellows are expected to present their work in a research seminar, discuss their research
informally with members of the centre and contribute a working paper to the centre's working
paper series and write a contribution to the research blog of the centre. (Read More)
Application deadline: 15 January 2019
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Research Fellowships "Global History" – Munich
The fellowships are open to postdoctoral researchers from all disciplines. Scholars who are already
advanced in their academic careers and have a strong international track record are explicitly
encouraged to apply. (Read More)
Application deadline: 31 January 2019

MA and doctoral programmes CEU – Vienna
Our programs are designed to give our students a broader perspective beyond their particular
research fields and their accustomed method. We have earned international renown for our stateof-the-art methodological and theoretical training, which confronts the students… (Read More)
Application deadline: 31 January 2019

Doctoral programme EUI - Florence
The Department of History and Civilization encourages our Ph.D. researchers to think beyond
boundaries, offering them exceptional opportunities to study global connections within early
modern and modern European history. (Read More)
Application deadline: 31 January 2019
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